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Soil Heating

Tom Weiler

Energy conservation in Northern Europe's potted plant greenhouse ranges
is improved by soil warming. Hot water systems are used almost exclusively
with distribution throughout the greenhouse by radiation lines. One method
of soil warming has PVC tubes extended from the major wall lines and looped
the length of benches (Figure 1), but there are other methods (Figure 2).
Manual valves regulate the amount of hot water entering the bench tubes
and thus the amount of soil heating.

Energy saving comes from the cooler air temperatures required for
optimum growth. E. Moes from the Government Greenhouse Research Station,
Virum, Denmark, recently reported on optimum air temperatures for interior
foliage plants with or without soil heating (Table 1). Note that except
for Dieffenbachia, bottom-heated plants grew at maximum with either cooler
day or cooler night air temperatures. A cooler night temperature is of
particular interest.

For producers with steam lines below benches, good investments for
water would be bench skirts to capture heat, and thermometers in pots to
check for overheating.
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Figure 1. PVC pipe looped under bench boards
for soil heating (above) with the
supply and return valves (below).
Knutstorps, Vellinge, Sweden.
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Figure 2. Soil heating pipes as
support for potted crops
near Stockholm, Sweden,
(above) and Hannover,
Germany, (below).



Table 1.
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Optimum air temperature with or without soil heating for several
interior foliage plants (1-5).

•o.
(Temperature ( F) Optimum Air Temp ( F)

Species Soil Heating Day Night

Royal Vine with (68-72)
without

61-66

66

55

55

Croton 'Geduldig' with (72)
without

66

66

55

61

Dieffenbachia

'Exotica Perfection'

with (72)
without

66

66

55

55

Algerian Ivy
'Gloire de Marengo'

with (68)

without

61

66

55

55

Philodendron 'Tuxla' with (72)
without

66

66

55

61

Mass Market Studies Provide Information for Traditional Retailers

Marvin N. Miller and Eric E. Oesterle1

Single stemmed flowers and mixed bouquets - that is what a Purdue
University study revealed were preferred by supermarket shoppers. The
subject: "Consumer Preferences For and Attitudes Toward Cut Flower Items
in Supermarkets." Through consumer interviews, the study revealed that
mixed-flower bouquets and displays of single stemmed flowers, in bulk,
were the most preferred products adaptable as self-service mass market
items. In addition to revealing consumer preferences, this study pro
vides much insight into the demographic characteristics of purchasers
of cut flowers, information which will aid traditional floral retailers.

First, males tended to shop for flowers only at florists' shop.?
while females shopped at both the florist and the supermarket (Table 1).
Income also influenced where consumers shopped for flowers: the lower
the income, the greater the probability the consumer patronized only the
florist. As income increases, the consumers shopped at both the tradi
tional florist and the mass market for floral purchases (Table 2).

Graduate Research Assistant and Professor, Department of Agricultural
Economics.



For example, when income was less than $5,000, over 50% of the consumers
purchased at only the traditional florist while only 43.2% purchased at both
locations. (The remaining consumers purchase flowers at the supermarket only
or at another location only). When those consumers with incomes greater than
$40,000 were divided by source of flower purchases, 72.1% purchased at both
supermarket and florist. Only 27.9% shopped exclusively at the florist.

Consumers less than 26 years and over 60 years tended to purchase more
frequently at only the florist shop than other age groups. On the otherhand,
consumers in the middle age groups purchased more at both supermarket and
traditional florist (Table 3).

Shoppers were asked about their frequency of floral purchases. Those
who stop exclusively at supermarkets purchased flowers slightly more often
than those who shopped at only the florist (Table 4). Those who shopped
at both locat5.ons purchased from the florist at about the same frequency
as those who shopped only at the florist. However, these consumers make
additional purchases at the supermarket!

Future flower purchase patterns in the supermarket was another sub
ject of the study. The majority of consumers responded "yes" to ques
tions about whether they planned to increase their use of flowers. Once
flowers become regular supermarket items, they plan to buy more often
for (1) gifts of friendship (Table 5), (2) special occasions (Table 6),
and (3) personal use or home decorations (Table 7). In all purchase
categories, women answered "yes" more frequently than men.

Consumer characteristics had little influence on future purchase
patterns - only age was an influencing factor in special occasion pur
chases (Table 8). The youngest consumers did not plan increased flower
purchases as often as the consumers in other age groups (i.e., once
flowers became a regular supermarket item). This pattern occurred large
ly among those purchasing at only the florist. Only about half of
those less than 26 years who purchase only at the florist planned to use
more flowers. Two thirds of the florist-shop-only consumers in other age
groups intended to increase use.

Only about two-thirds of the florist-shop-only customers intended
to buy more flowers for gifts of friendship, while over 80% of the other
consumers intended to buy more flowers for gifts of friendship (Table 9).
Sixty-three percent of florist shop patrons planned to buy more flowers
for special occasions, compared to about 79% of consumers who shop at
other locations (Table 10). Consumers who patronize both the supermarket
and florist shop for flowers planned for more frequent future purchases
for personal use/home decor (72.2%) than other consumers (about 55%)
(Table 11).


